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Introduction



Trans Doe Task Force
The Trans Doe Task Force was created to 
research cold cases in which the subject may 
have been transgender or gender-variant. TDTF 
also advises and educates the public, media, 
and law enforcement regarding the needs of and 
sensitive differences between Trans Doe cases 
and other Doe cases. The TDTF also reaches out 
to assist law enforcement departments, medical 
examiners, and forensic anthropologists with 
getting their cases submitted for forensic 
genealogy.



Terminology (via Dictionary.com)
Sex: the male, female, or intersex division of a species, especially as differentiated with 
reference to the reproductive functions.
Gender: either the male or female division of a species, especially as differentiated by 
social and cultural roles and behavior, or a similar category of human beings that is 
outside the male/female binary classification and is based on the individual's personal 
awareness or identity.
Transgender: noting or relating to a person whose gender identity does not correspond 
to that person’s sex assigned at birth
Intersex: noting or relating to a person, animal, or plant having male and female 
reproductive organs, or in which the chromosomal patterns do not fall under typical 
definitions of male and female



Biological Nonbinary Realities

At least

47
variations

Chromosomes Genes Hormones Hormone Receptors

Internal Sex organs External Sex Organs Secondary Sex 
Characteristics

Male Female

Blackless, M., Charuvastra, A., Derryck, A., Fausto-Sterling, A., Lauzanne, K., & Lee, E. (2000). How sexually 
dimorphic are we? review and synthesis. American Journal of Human Biology, 12(2), 151.

Total number of people whose bodies differ from standard male or female one in 100 births
Total number of people receiving surgery to “normalize” genital appearance one or two in 1,000 births



Percentage of population who are intersex:

Between 1 and 2 Percent

Percentage of population with red hair:

Between 1 and 2 Percent

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/10/its-intersex-awareness-day-here-are-5-myths-we-need-to-shatter

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/10/its-intersex-awareness-day-here-are-5-myths-we-need-to-shatter


The Problem With Statistics
“How common is intersex? To answer this question in an uncontroversial way, you’d 
have to first get everyone to agree on what counts as intersex —and also to agree on 
what should count as strictly male or strictly female.”

From https://isna.org/faq/frequency/

“Gender is indisputably something.”

Kate Bornstein, My New Gender Workbook

https://isna.org/faq/frequency/


Cultural and Religious Context



Masculinity: Then and Now



“High-heeled shoes were first worn in the 10th 
century as a way to help the Persian cavalry keep 
their shoes in their stirrups.  Since then, men’s 
heels have gone through varied cultural meanings: 
symbolizing high social stature, military prowess, 
refined fashionable taste, and the height of ‘cool’.”

From 
https://artsandculture.google.com/story/the-high
-life-a-history-of-men-in-heels/iQJCgMgwSKV5Kw

Source: 
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/history-
of-men-in-heels

https://artsandculture.google.com/story/the-high-life-a-history-of-men-in-heels/iQJCgMgwSKV5Kw
https://artsandculture.google.com/story/the-high-life-a-history-of-men-in-heels/iQJCgMgwSKV5Kw
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/history-of-men-in-heels
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/history-of-men-in-heels


Lost in (Biblical) Translation:
Luke 7:10 (KJV)



Matthew 8:5-7 (KJV) :
A Different Kind of Servant



Original Greek



Matthew 19:12 More Than One Kind of Eunuch



Gender and Sexuality for Vikings
“The Old Norse word used in the law code and literature for an insult was níð , which 
may be defined as "libel, insult, scorn, lawlessness, cowardice, sexual perversion, 
homosexuality" [...] Níð was part of a family of concepts which all have connotations of 
passive male homosexuality, such as: ergi or regi (nouns) and argr or ragr (the adjective 
form of ergi) ("willing or inclined to play or interested in playing the female part in 
sexual relations with another man, unmanly, effeminate, cowardly"); ergjask ("to 
become argr"); rassragr ("arse-ragr"); stroðinn and sorðinn ("sexually used by a man") 
and sansorðinn ("demonstrably sexually used by another man").”

http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/gayvik.shtml

http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/gayvik.shtml


Odin Learns “Women’s Magic”
● In Old Norse writings, Odin spends a year 

learning magic from Freya
○ The kind of magic he learns is Seidr, 

which is traditionally considered 
“women’s magic”

○ One of Odin’s many names is Jalkr, 
often translated as “gelding” but let’s 
be honest, it means eunuch

○ Other less well-known male figures in 
Norse writing also learned and 
practiced Seidr, with mixed reception

https://norse-mythology.org/concepts/seidr/

https://norse-mythology.org/concepts/seidr/


Birka Female Viking Warrior
● Grave originally excavated in 1889
● Grave goods included horses, weapons, and other items 

commonly associated with a warrior’s burial
● Originally assumed to be male
● 2017: remains underwent anthropological analysis and 

was determined to be female
● Some archaeologists argued that the grave goods were 

symbolic and she was not a warrior
● Some suppose that the warrior may have been a 

transgender man
● All evidence of similar burials indicate that the most likely 

explanation that the belongings she was buried with are 
items she used in her everyday life

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/researchers-reaffirm-fam
ed-ancient-viking-warrior-was-biologically-female-180971541/

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/researchers-reaffirm-famed-ancient-viking-warrior-was-biologically-female-180971541/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/researchers-reaffirm-famed-ancient-viking-warrior-was-biologically-female-180971541/


Gender Variance = Powerful Magic
● India: Hijra

○ People who exist outside of the gender binary and are therefore not expected to 
conform to it

○ Are both looked down upon and also considered semi-divine
● Native American: Two-Spirit (Umbrella term - many tribes have their own words/concepts)

○ Nonbinary Native American people historically filled a number of valuable social and 
spiritual roles

● Borneo: Manang Bali
○ The highest degree of Shaman, declared third gender by way of ritual cross-dressing

● Italy: Femminiello
○ Lucky Italian nonbinary people!



Experiences of Historical 
Transgender and Intersex People



Favorinus (c. 80 - 160 AD)
● Greek Academic Skeptic Philosopher

○ The basis of academic skepticism is basically that it’s impossible to 
know anything

● Described as being “A eunuch by birth”, born without 
testicles, having a high voice and no beard

● Compiled descriptions of Favorinus lead scholars to believe 
he had Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome

● Was a very prolific writer but only a few fragmentary works 
remain



Chevalier d’Eon (1728 – 1810)
● French Diplomat and spy
● Was a skilled infiltrator and mimic
● Infiltrated the Russian court dressed as a woman c. 1760
● Despite often wearing a military uniform, rumors circulated 

that d’Eon was a woman
● C. 1777, d’Eon made claims to have been assigned female at 

birth but raised as a boy to ensure an inheritance
● Louis XVI allowed d’Eon to transition socially to female and 

gave her a stipend to purchase a wardrobe of women’s 
clothes

● Upon d’Eon’s death in 1810, physicians declared that "male 
organs in every respect perfectly formed", but also feminine 
characteristics



Publick Universal Friend (1752-1819)
● Assigned female at birth
● 1776: Was bedridden with a fever and near death for 

several days
● When the fever broke, they declared that their previous 

soul had ascended to heaven, and their body had been 
animated with a new, genderless spirit sent from God, 
named the “Publick Universal Friend”

● Adopted androgynous clothing and refused to answer 
to their former name or gendered pronouns

● Is the first American-Born person to start a new 
religious movement, the Society of Universal Friends



Albert Cashier (1849-1915)
● Assigned female at birth
● Enlisted in the Union Army in July 1682 under the name “Albert Cashier”
● Continued to live as a man after the war and received a soldier’s pension
● Was injured in a car accident in 1911; the physician treating his broken leg 

discovered his secret but did not disclose it
● Hospitalized at the Soldiers and Sailors home until 1914; was moved to an 

asylum when he began showing signs of elderly dementia
● Asylum attendants discovered Albert’s sex and forced him to wear female 

attire
● Despite his deteriorating faculties he was known to pin up his skirts to 

fashion makeshift pants
● His fellow veterans ensured that he continued to receive pension payments 

for life



Alan L. Hart (1890-1962)
● Was permitted by his grandparents to present as male while 

in their care (age 5 to 12)
● Attended medical school and was issued a doctorate under 

his deadname, limiting his ability to seek employment
● Possibly the earliest trans man to undergo hysterectomy c. 

1917
● Legally changed his name and gender, and married a 

woman
● Began hormone therapy in 1920, as soon as synthetic 

hormones became available
● Devoted his medical career to tuberculosis research
● Requested that all of his personal communications and 

photographs be destroyed upon his death



Christine Jorgensen (1926-1989)
● One of the earliest American recipients of gender 

confirmation surgeries
● Made the front page of the New York Daily News Dec 1, 

1952: “Ex-GI Becomes Blonde Beauty”
● The article incorrectly refers to Christine as the first 

recipient of “sex change” surgery
● Incredibly charismatic; used her instant celebrity to be 

an advocate for transgender people



Media Visibility



Hua Mulan
● Originally an oral story from the Wei dynasty (4th 

century)
● Originally Mulan is just getting the job done since 

there are no adult sons
● 1695 novel: Heavy focus on self-identification and 

autonomy (Mulan commits suicide to avoid being 
raped)

● 1939 film: military focus (Japanese occupation of 
China)

● 1998 Disney film: self-identification, (binary) gender 
equity 



Denise Bryson (Twin Peaks)
● Portrayed by David Duchovny
● Seasons 1-2 (1990-1991): DEA agent who 

transitioned on the job after going undercover 
in female clothing and felt more comfortable

● Season 3 (2017): Promoted to FBI Chief of Staff 
with the support of many co-workers

● Possibly the earliest positive portrayal of a 
trans woman as a recurring character on a 
television show … and hardly anyone noticed



Joan Lambert (Alien)
● Portrayed by Veronica Cartwright
● In Alien (1979), appears as a somewhat 

nervous, reactionary, anxious but otherwise 
ordinary female character

● Is the last remaining crew member to die
● In Aliens (1986), Ripley is given a briefing 

about the events of the previous movie. 
Dossiers of the deceased crew members scroll 
through on screens in the background Joan’s 
says...



● What is your first impression of this 
statement about Joan?

● What other explanations could there 
be for this description other than 
your first impression, if you consider 
that the film takes place in 2122 and 
not 2020?

● How does the lack of further context 
for the meaning of“Despin Convert 
at birth” in the Alien universe canon 
compare to our lack of context for 
seeming gender-variance in earlier 
civilizations?



How We Are Made Invisible



Culturally-Accepted Intersex Infanticide

● Intersex Infanticide is known to be a major problem in 
South and East Africa, South Asia, Brazil, and China

● In Africa, an intersex child is considered a “bad omen”
● Accurate numbers will never be known, as mothers 

are often told their children were stillborn after the 
home birth attendant kills the infant

https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/explainers/what
-are-intersex-rights

https://www.asiaone.com/asia/chinese-man-t
ried-kill-his-intersex-baby-3-times

https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/explainers/what-are-intersex-rights
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/explainers/what-are-intersex-rights
https://www.asiaone.com/asia/chinese-man-tried-kill-his-intersex-baby-3-times
https://www.asiaone.com/asia/chinese-man-tried-kill-his-intersex-baby-3-times


Nazi Destruction of LGBT+ Medical Research 
and Treatment Center
● Magnus Hirschfeld (1868-1935) was a German 

Sexologist and advocate for sexual minorities
● Coined the term “transsexualism” and worked 

alongside Dr. Harry Benjamin
● His practice performed some of the earliest 

successful gender affirming surgeries in the 1930s
● His private research institute was destroyed by 

the Nazi party in 1933, and all of his research was 
burned

http://www.hirschfeld.in-berlin.de/

http://www.hirschfeld.in-berlin.de/


The “John/Joan” Case (1965)
● Identical twin brothers, Bruce and Brian Reimer
● Bruce’s genitals were irreversibly damaged during circumcision as an infant
● Bruce was given surgical and hormonal intervention and was raised as a girl, 

“Brenda”
● The doctor responsible routinely lied about the “success” of the treatment after 

every evaluation , and had the twins simulate sexual acts with each other for 
supposedly “healthy” development of sexual identity

● Brian developed schizophrenia during adolescence
● At age 13, “Brenda” was told the truth, and transitioned socially and medically to 

male and took the name David
● Both twins took their own lives - Brian first, then David



Dr. John Money (1921-2006)
● Sexologist specializing in sexual identity and biology of gender
● Held the belief that gender was learned rather than innate
● His fabricated “findings” from his “John/Joan” study are the basis for infant 

surgical interventions for children born with ambiguous or “abnormal” genitalia
● Despite clear evidence that his research was fabricated, many medical doctors still 

adhere to his methodology and theories
● His research is also the basis for a large part of transgender healthcare as it is now



The Future of Bodily Integrity and Autonomy
● In 2015, Malta became the first country to outlaw 

non-consensual medical modifications to sexual anatomy
● In 2017, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch 

both published reports on the rights of intersex children
● In Columbia, parents and doctors of intersex children are 

restricted from making medical sexual anatomy 
modifications on children under the age of five, by which 
time the child may have the opportunity to realize their 
own gender identity

● Sexual anatomy modifications are prohibited in Madras, 
except in life-threatening situations

http://www.intersexjusticeproject.org/

http://www.intersexjusticeproject.org/


Questions?
Email:

redgraveresearch@gmail.com

Web:
Transdoetaskforce.org

Redgraveresearch.com

FG4LE.com

mailto:redgraveresearch@gmail.com
http://transdoetaskforce.org/
http://redgraveresearch.com/
http://www.fg4le.com

